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ESPN: WKU ‘did everything they could’ for bowl
By BRAD STEPHENS
sports@wkuherald.com

There will be no bowl for
WKU this postseason.
As bowl pairings were announced on Sunday, the 7-5 Toppers, second-place finishers in the
Sun Belt Conference, waited for
the announcement that their season would continue.
Despite projections that WKU
would play anywhere from Birmingham, Ala., to Honolulu, a

bowl invite never came.
Dan Shoemaker serves as vice
president at ESPN Regional, and
the owner and operator of seven
bowls, some of which were considering WKU.
He said the Toppers being left
out wasn’t because of a lack of
effort by Athletics Director Ross
Bjork and others.
“I thought Western Kentucky’s administration did absolutely everything they could and
they did everything right,” Shoe-

maker said.
Shoemaker said he and Bjork
had been in direct contact for the
last two weeks as WKU lobbied
for a bowl berth.
Bjork said the school sold the
Toppers, which finished the year
winners of seven of their last
eight games, to bowls as one of
the nation’s hottest teams.
The athletic department also
launched a reservation program
in which fans could go the team’s
website and make a $25 down

payment on tickets for a potential
WKU bowl.
“It was a 24/7 process really
the last eight days to get to this
spot,” Bjork said on Sunday following the team’s annual yearend banquet. “We tried everything in our power to get it done.”
One of the ESPN Regional
bowls, the BBVA Compass Bowl
in Birmingham, drew the most attention from WKU.
Though the bowl has direct
tie-ins with the Big East and

Southeastern Conferences, the
Toppers became an option for
an at-large berth when it became
apparent the SEC didn’t have
enough teams eligible to fill its
slot in the game.
Fans bombarded the BBVA
Compass Bowl’s Twitter and
Facebook pages throughout the
past week, telling the bowl to
pick WKU.
SEE BOWL, PAGE 10

Student
group helps
Kelly Autism
Program
By CAMERON KOCH
news@wkuherald.com

a women’s prison by Holli Drummond, associate professor of sociology, before sociology professor Kate
King started her class this semester.
King, a professor of criminology
at WKU, became certified with the
program in 2006 and is also a member of the “Inside-Out” Steering
Committee, a body that guides the
goal and vision of the program.
“It’s a way to change how our
students think about the world we
live in,” King said.

The Kelly Autism Program recently received a special gift thanks to a group of students — a wide array
of everyday equipment to help children diagnosed with
autism learn about and better control their balance and
senses.
As a part of a small group communication class, groups
that consisted of five students each received $100 from
the $100 Solution Program through the ALIVE Center.
With the money, each group was tasked with making a
sustainable change for a specific group of people.
After a brainstorming session, Cecilia senior Whitney
Churchman and her group decided to work with the Kelly
Autism Center.
“They were really, really excited about us working
with them,” said Churchman, who is majoring in agriculture and communication studies. “We kind of assessed a
need.”
The center told the group they were in need of equipment for a program known as “Minds in Motion,” which
is focused on helping kids with autism learn about and
better control their senses. The program was created in
2006 by Candace Meyer, an elementary educator.
Individuals diagnosed with autism often have trouble
communicating or express repetitive or compulsive behavior.
“Minds in Motion” consists of an obstacle course-like
maze in which children with autism are presented with
various sensory exercises and activities, such as walking
on a balance beam or following objects with their eyes.
The course has numerous benefits for participants,
said KAP Director Marty Boman.
“Candace’s research in Louisville shows it improves
their literacy, their reading, their academic performance
as well as social participation… this really makes a difference in our student’s lives,” Boman said.

SEE CLASS, PAGE 9

SEE AUTISM, PAGE 6

LUKE SHARRETT/HERALD

Louisville senior Amanda Shaw talks Thursday with an incarcerated person during her weekly victimology class at the
DeBerry Special Needs Facility in Nashville. Kaitlyn Drew, a Lombard, Ill., junior said the incarcerated people are “just our
fellow classmates. They bring a different insight to this class that we wouldn’t get if we were in a classroom.”

WKU students go to class
with incarcerated persons
By CAMERON KOCH
news@wkuherald.com

A group of 25 students gather in a
circle to discuss victims — who they
are, their struggles and how to prevent the creation of new ones.
But this isn’t your average college class, or your average students.
Enter Victimology 200 — taught
within the barbed wire fences and
walls of Lois B. DeBerry Special
Needs Facility, a Nashville prison.
Once a week, for two hours on
Thursday nights, 10 WKU students

and 15 incarcerated persons, side by
side, open up to one another about
their lives, their pasts and the victims they have created, become or
seen.
The format is not unheard of, and
is the defining characteristic of The
Inside-Out Prison Exchange Program, developed by Lori Pompa in
1997 at Temple University.
Since then, the program has
grown and expanded to other schools
throughout the nation, including
WKU. Two WKU “Inside-Out”
classes were previously taught at

Local gift shop supports Kentucky
By MACIENA JUSTICE
diversions@wkuherald.com

On the counter of Jeff
Meo’s shop, Meo’s Collection, there is a miniature
outhouse. When the curious
customer opens the minidoor to sneak a peek, the
entire structure comes tumbling down. But Meo takes it
all with a laugh as he puts the
mouse-trap outhouse back
together.
The Raleigh, N.C., native has traveled throughout
his life, spending 30 years
in the Army and collecting
items from the travels. After
stopping in Bowling Green,
he saw a need for a gift shop
and decided he would open a
store and stock it with Kentucky-made products.
“It’s just a great way
to help out local artists,”

Meo said.
ing to various farmer’s marLocated on the square at kets and art shows to find
415 Park Row, Meo’s Col- what he wanted to line the
lection has a wide variety of walls. He met Anna Combs,
products — everything from creator and owner of Bark
soaps, hand-made scarves Twain, a healthy and wholeand wind chimes to home- some dog treat.
made honey and peanut butCombs, a part-time Engter. But what Meo values lish professor at WKU, said
most is that 60 percent of that Meo came to the farmthe store’s stock is Kentucky er’s market outside of Hobby
made.
Lobby and spoke with her
“It’s important to buy about selling her products.
American — to support loShe said she doesn’t want
cal folks,” he said.
her product to be in compeMeo said that is one of tition with inferior products.
the reasons he rarely turns Combs’ Bark Twain dog
away anyone who comes treats are sold very selecwith a product to sell.
tively in Bowling Green, at
“If something doesn’t the farmer’s market she atfit in right, I send them to tends, Meo’s Collection and
another store if isn’t fitting at Barbara Stewart Interiors.
here,” he said.
Combs does this to keep her
Meo said he put a lot of product a special treat.
time into what would stock
the shelves of his store; go- SEE SHOP, PAGE 3
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After retiring from the military, Jeff Meo, the owner of Meo’s Collection, came across Bowling
Green while kayaking down the Green River. He decided it was the place for him to retire. Meo
now owns and runs his own store in the square. “I like to travel, and I like to collect, and I like
people,” Meo said. “I started this store as a chance to meet people and have fun.”
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Even though Brandenburg freshman Michael
Caporale spends much of his
time taking instruction on
music, he believes that veering from the beaten path is

just as important.
“I like noodling around
every once in a while,”
Caporale said of his clarinet.
“We spend so much time
studying the structure of

CRIME REPORTS
Reports

■ Shaena Neal, Bemis Lawrence Hall, reported on Dec. 2
that her purse was stolen from
the Pearce-Ford Tower food

Photo & Story By
COOPER BURTON

music. Why not experiment
with your own sound? Why
not see if I could be the next
Beethoven or Mozart?”
Caporale, who has been
playing clarinet for eight

court. The estimated value of
the theft was $130.
■ William Wade and Bradley
Zolke, roommates in PFT,
reported items stolen from
their dorm on Dec. 1. The
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value of the stolen property was
$1,442.75.

Arrests
■ Nicolas Dean Leis, BarnesCampbell Hall, was arrested
on Dec. 3 on the 1800 block

PROUD

of Creason Street and charged
with alcohol intoxication in a
public place, resisting arrest,
criminal mischief and fleeing the police on foot. While
resisting arrest, Leis damaged

WE ACCEPT BIG RED BUCKS!

WKU

no and sings.
He’s a member of
WKU’s Men’s Chorus and
loves Garth Brooks, Toby
Keith, Luke Bryan and
even older country crooners such as Willie Nelson
and Merle Haggard.
“I guess my life’s a symphony,” he said.
“One thing I’ve learned
— it doesn’t matter how
rich you are, how poor
you are, what background
you’re from — people get
sick,” Caporale added.
“People are not perfect.”
Caporale plans to continue his studies at WKU
as long as he can. Though
he’s already taken medical
withdrawal from one of his
classes, he’s still excited
for next semester’s studies.
“You know how some
people are born and turn
out to be sociopaths or
mass murderers? I’m not
a mass murderer,” he said,
“I’m a mass musician. And
to all those mass murderers
out there…kill people with
kindness. If you kill someone with kindness, it will
not leave a trace.”

arresting officer Sgt. Sergeant
Rafael Casas’ watch, which
has a value estimated at $220.
Leis was lodged in the Warren
County Jail and released the
next day.
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years, is part of WKU’s
marching band and plans to
continue as long as his health
will allow him.
Along with Type 2 diabetes and a rare kidney

condition, Caporale has
developed rheumatoid arthritis, an autoimmune disease usually found in the
middle-aged involving the
inflammation of the joints
and tissues that hinders his
playing abilities.
“My fingers and my
feet — my whole body —
will become so deformed
that I won’t be able to play
clarinet,”Carporale said.
Aside from his medical
issues, Caporale carries on.
“I get tired and worn
out,” he said. “But I try to
keep a smile on my face.”
Along with marching
band, Caporale is currently
involved in Baptist Campus Ministries, WKU Cru
and Reformed University
Fellowship.
“I have my core beliefs,” Caporale said. “I’m
a new believer.”
Of his current involvement in three different
campus ministry groups,
Caporale said that right
now, the thing he’s most
involved in is “being close
to the end of the semester.”
Caporale also plays pia-

2628 Scottsville Rd.
& 1162 W. 31 Bypass
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WKU works to control spam emails students receive
By NICK BRATCHER
news@wkuherald.com

It fills your inbox with
promises of free trips to Jamaica and cool jobs that pay
millions of dollars to do absolutely nothing.
Though spam email does
find WKU students’ email
addresses, WKU has a complex process for limiting the
amount of spam students receive.
Each day, about three million emails are sent to students,
faculty and staff at WKU, said
Gordon Johnson, director of
Administration Systems and
Applications.
Despite the large quantity
of emails, Johnson said the directory system makes it very

difficult to gain mass access to
students’ email addresses.
“A student’s email is actually in the directory information, so that’s open to the public,” he said. “That’s about the
only public availability of it
though, and those are hard to
harvest. You can’t just pull up
every student email.
“You have to search by
some sort of initial letters of
the first and last name. You
can’t just pull everyone up.”
Even the switch to the new
TopperMail last spring was
intended to block spam, Johnson said. Information Technology used to screen the mass
amount of email but now runs
it through Microsoft Live, a
Windows program created to
handle such a system for a uni-

versity or business.
“When we had all the email
up under us, we filtered it
out so that we only let about
200,000 emails through to
about 30,000 accounts,” he
said. “Incoming email was
about three million a day that
we filtered out before it ever
touched the mailboxes. We
found it to be the same to a
large degree when we moved
to Live.”
But there are ways to send
mass emails to students, both
internally from departments
and schools and externally
from businesses or programs,
Johnson said.
Internally, WKU’s email
system does not allow more
than 300 recipients for any
one email, so departments of-

WKU and Housing
Authority receive
$200,000 grant
By NATALIE HAYDEN
news@wkuherald.com

WKU’s Family Resource Program and
the Housing Authority of Bowling Green
have received a $200,000 grant to begin a
new program called Project EMPOWER,
the school announced Nov. 29.
The money was received from the Jesse Ball duPont Fund, which seeks to help
communities that lack the essentials for
“healthy, productive living,” according to
its website.
“We got [the grant] because it’s something that’s a really unique idea,” said Jesse
Dubose, WKU’s Director of Development
for Corporate and Foundation/Constituent
Relations. “They are interested in funding
projects that could be models for other universities and cities. This is what we hope
Project EMPOWER will become.”
The program will provide counseling
sessions that focus on self-sufficiency for
families in low-income parts of Bowling
Green. The need for this was discovered
by a program created by a previous grant,
which was also funded by the Jesse Ball
duPont Fund, Dubose said.
“The ICAN2 grant was very similar to
the Project EMPOWER grant, especially
in the way it involved Western students,”
Dubose said.
The ICAN2 grant provided an afterschool program for students in elementa-

SHOP
CONTINUED FROM FRONT

She also keeps different products at
each store. Liver treats can be found at
Meo’s, while liver bits are at Barbara
Stewart Interiors, keeping the competition between the stores to a minimum.
“I like win-win situations,” Combs
said.
Combs said her product fits great in
the store, since there isn’t anything else
like it there.
She also said that Meo’s Collection
was the only place in town where refills

ry and middle school. WKU students had
hands-on experience tutoring the children,
Dubose said. While the program was successful in improving the children’s grades,
it was discovered that many of them
lacked the psycho-social skills needed for
self-sufficiency as an adult.
“We are trying to take what we learned
from the last grant and offer programs
that will help people in the community,”
said Abraham Williams, executive director of the Housing Authority of Bowling
Green.
Project EMPOWER will give WKU
students and faculty the opportunity to
work with mental health professionals to
help the children with their psycho-social
skills, Williams said. It will teach the
children to “Enhance, Motivate, Prosper,
Overcome, Work, Encourage, and Respect themselves and others,” according
to a WKU news release.
The project will provide counseling
sessions during the three years the grant is
available. However, Williams said many
people would like to see the program last
longer. The counseling sessions will focus
on topics such as money management,
stress management, relationship skills,
and depression and anxiety.
The Jesse Ball duPont Fund gives
grants to more than 300 eligible universities and organizations and has awarded
over $303 million since 1977.
for her liver treats can be purchased.
Another vendor that Meo found for
his store is photographer Paula Martin,
a former WKU student and now Louisville resident.
Martin’s photos are of things in Kentucky, which is what Meo wanted in his
store — Kentucky made and produced
products or art.
“I’m always looking for new venues
to sell my photos,” Martin said.
She said that she really liked the
concept of the store, adding that Meo’s
is “a really great thing for Bowling
Green” since there’s nothing else like
it.

ten ask for IT’s help in sending
out a mass email to students
about a scholarship or opportunity, Johnson said.
Howard Bailey, vice president for Student Affairs,
handles all emails concerning student activities outside
the classroom, and University Registrar Freida Eggleton
handles all emails concerning
academics.
Eggleton said she reviews
the purpose of the email as well
as the requested number of student recipients to determine if
it is relevant and worth sending
through the mass system.
“Mass email is not used to
advertise events for students
nor is it used to advertise new
courses,” Eggleton said. “It
has to be something that would

be of interest to a broad range
of students.”
Johnson said businesses
often approach WKU with
opportunities for students
and hope to contact students
through email. That process
is handled through Deborah
Wilkins, chief of staff and general counsel.
Wilkins said those email
requests are rarely, if ever, accepted.
“We generally don’t permit
those kinds of mass emails, at
least through our system,” she
said. “I guess that a vendor
could sit down with a campus
phonebook and fill in all the
email addresses, but we don’t
provide access to our system
to anyone not affiliated with
the university.”

WKUHERALD.COM
"Congress shall make no
law ... abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press ..."
First Amendment, U.S. Constitution
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Our gifts to you

POLL

Herald gives annual Christmas presents to WKU staff and students
THE ISSUE: Every year the Herald
spreads some holiday cheer — and a
few jeers — by giving “gifts” to those in
the WKU community who really earned
them. Who doesn’t like presents?

What’s your favorite
memory from this semester?

EDITORIAL CARTOON

OUR STANCE: Throughout the semester, we’ve seen plenty of naughty and
nice moments at WKU. With that said,
the Herald thinks the following deserve
these gifts (wrapping paper not included).
To Bobby Rainey, the Herald gifts you
a back massage from the Preston Center.
You must be sore from carrying the football
team all season. And to defensive coordinator Lance Guidry, the Herald gives you a
personal breathalyzer. You know why.
To the Student Government Association, the Herald wants you to have a finance app for those iPads you so often
tell us about. Maybe then you won’t
be stuck scratching your heads when
$15,000 goes unaccounted for.
Ice packs are our gift to WKU’s building service attendants, who worked in
sweltering buildings last summer thanks
to the school’s new energy usage policies. Start freezing those now in preparation for this summer.
President Gary Ransdell, we’re worried about you — or more specifically,
that Chevy Volt you’re driving these
days. We gift you a fire extinguisher just
in case the battery catches on fire like so
many others. Good luck with the electric
car.
To Provost Gordon Emslie, you deserve a leash. Well, maybe 4,000 leashes.
We know you could use some help retaining WKU’s freshman class.
Students, we’d like to alleviate one of
your most distressing first world problems and gift you an idea. Build your
own parking lot. It’s that easy, right?
To tobacco users on campus, we don’t
really have anything to give you. Then
again, we’re not taking anything away
(with how slow this tobacco ban business has progressed, it’s not looking like
WKU will either).
Cases of O’Doul’s beer should soon
arrive at the Pi Kappa Alpha house and
the Delta Tau Delta…well, wherever it is

Eddie Musuras
Chicago junior

“I enjoyed the homecoming tailgate and the
football team's victory
afterwards.”

Ben Reynolds
Somerset
junior

“The game where we
charged the ﬁeld — that
was pretty cool.”

Julie Washer
Bowling Green
junior

“I went to New Mexico and
got to meet my niece Sadie for the very ﬁrst time.”

you guys hang out. Those might go over
better at next year’s rush parties.
Izzi’s, isn’t it more rewarding to give
than receive? More chips, please.
And lastly, Tyler Webster, we give
you the gift of freedom. Plank where

you please.
Happy holidays, readers!
This editorial represents the majority opinion of the Heraldʼs 10-member editorial
board.

COMMENTARY

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Of GADS and grads

Where were fans
all football season?

My cell phone sings and jitters across my desk in a
zigzag path, like a cricket missing a leg. “Assemble the
minions” illuminates the screen and I quickly reply with
“let’s go!”
Within an hour, I am screaming till my throat is sore
from the seat of a red, plastic tire swing with three of
my best friends.
When we’ve had enough, someone will shout,
“Break the speaker!” and we will clamber to the top
of the monkey bars, using the kiddy “telephone” as a
stepping stool. Who says college transforms you into
an adult?
This scene is the epitome of why I will miss college.
It is too cliché to simply say, “Oh, I will miss the Hilltoppers and all my friends when I graduate in May!”
Though it may be true, it is not enough to express the
anxiety, excitement and apprehension that will come
with walking as a college graduate in the spring.
It is moments like the 1 a.m. adventures to a local
park that have engraved themselves on the tombstone
of my college years.
Sure, I’ve learned a lot. Sure, I’ve enjoyed classes
and the professors and the overall college experience.
But that is easily expected of the average college student.
When we began our “park nights,” it was last spring
and we were suffering from the sting of midterms. Feeling the restlessness of a wild colt after being pinned in
by heavy textbooks, we piled into an Element (a boxlike
contraption of a car), drove around Bowling Green with
too loud music, and yelled at the random pedestrian
here and there. However, it was not long before we were

CAMERAN SMITH
Campbellsburg senior

bored and needed something else
to blow off steam, and the sugar
rush of too many GADS donuts.
The only male in the group
was also the only Bowling
Green native, and suggest
around 12:30 a.m. that we go to
Covington Park. Upon arriving,
the four of us made a mad dash
for the tire swing. We tackled
the chains and hoisted ourselves
up so we were standing with our
heads inches from the bar the

swing hung from.
For the next ten minutes, we screamed too loudly,
tried to knock each other off, and woke up the neighborhood from quiet sleep. Fortunately, it was what we
needed to let go of the unnecessary energy, and we eventually untangled ourselves from the pinching chains and
found ourselves on top of the monkey bars, where we
discussed our lives’ problems.
Recently, as we sat atop the cold bars, we brought
up the near future of graduating. Two of us graduate in
May, one in December, and the last will wait another
year or so, depending on how well her major works out.
We joke that we will still meet up, since we all plan
to stick around the area, but the truth sat like an unwelcoming fifth presence: the “real world” will soon drag
us off, whether we become adults or not.
This commentary doesn't necessarily represent the
views of the Herald or the university.

Don’t get me wrong,
it’s great that the football team did well this
season and that the
WKU fanbase is coming
out of the woodwork to
support the Tops. But
where was everybody
for the first four games
of this season? I can’t
count the times I heard,
“This is the last WKU
football game I’m going to.” It’s amazing
that the BBVA Compass Bowl Facebook
page is inundated with
posts from WKU fans,
but students need to realize that it’s not good
enough to cheer for the
team when we’re winning, but that we need
to cheer even more
when the going gets
rough. Our team starting winning because
of the confidence from

the week before, but a
lot of that confidence
is gained from the fans
at the game. If there are
few to no fans at the
game, that confidence
level can be severely
diminished. WKU fans
(including myself) need
to keep the spirit alive
throughout the season,
through thick and thin,
winning or winless, regardless of outcome or
opponent. UK fills their
stadium to 102% capacity without even being
bowl eligible! Lets keep
the spirit strong, even
when everything seems
to be going wrong. Now
that our team is fully a
winning Division I-A
program, it’s time for
our fans to join them.
Kyle MacDonald
Goshen junior
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...for g
goodness sake!

@jonwarren1: Can we invite Ball St. to
WKU to play? The two teams that got left
out deserve to play again. -sent Sunday 12/4
@j_brandenburg22: #WKU fans apparently not showing their best collective
side in the wake of missing a bowl. Incredibly bad form by Topper fans. Unfortunate. -sent Sunday 12/4
@RussellAthletic: How does #WKU
have the #2 rusher in the nation (Rainey)
and not have an invite to a bowl? #JustDoesntMakeSense -sent Sunday 12/4
@dafishymatt: The Hilltoppers got
snubbed tonight. But@CoachTaggart
has the tops headin in the right direction.
#can'tignoreusforever #WKU #Toppers
-sent Sunday 12/4

@brandyzackery: @JBrownWKU BG
should show their support for WKU better
and maybe we would be going to a bowl.
Attendance at Houch #EpicFail no excuses -sent Sunday 12/4
@mattridings: Oh WKU basketball. So
hard to watch -sent Sunday 12/4
@Andrew_Yontz: High school football
championships AND a chess tournament
at wku? Now I have to make the tough
choice of which to sarcastically tweet
about. -sent Friday 12/2
@OttKM: I paid $90 for a parking pass
yet I can't even find a freaking spot on
campus. Thank you WKU for contributing
to this terrible weekend. -sent Friday 12/2
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2 Foretelling sign
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5 Talked wildly
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8 Piano pieces
9 Adjust a clock
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DUC Auditorium Holiday Grand Opening,
3:30-5 p.m., DUC 224
Student Government Association meeting, 5 p.m., DUC 305
Insights on Eating Right With Vitamins & Nutrients,
6-7 p.m., Health Services Lobby
Last Lecture Series with Dr. Carl Kell, 7-9 p.m.,
MMTH Auditorium

Wednesday, 12/7
Independent Learning Registration Kickoff, 9 a.m.1 p.m., DUC Lobby
Mark Williams Scholarship Cornhole Tournament,
11 a.m.-1 p.m., South Lawn
Harlaxton Session, 4:30-6 p.m., DUC 226
Passport to Wellness, 5:30-6:30 p.m., DUC 340
Performance of The Velveteen Rabbit, 7:30 p.m.,
Van Meter Hall

wkuherald.com

Classified Manager: Alice Weber

Noon Tunes, 11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m., DUC Patio
BCM Christmas Program, 4-7:30 p.m., Centennial Mall
Planetarium Show: The Star of Bethlehem, 7 p.m.,
Hardin Planetarium

Friday, 12/9
Along Came a Dragon, 4 p.m., Lab Theatre in Gordon
Wilson Hall
Concert: Symphony's Holiday Pops Featuring WKU
Choral Groups, 8 p.m., Van Meter

FOR RENT

Android App

iPhone App

Planetarium Show: The Star of Bethlehem, 7 p.m.,
Hardin Planetarium
Women's Basketball vs. Florida International, 2 p.m.,
Diddle Arena

Monday, 12/12
Final Exams Begin

760 Campbell Ln.
Suite 105

Tuesday, 12/13
Planetarium Show: The Star of Bethlehem, 7 p.m.,
Hardin Planetarium

Part-Time Computer Tech.
Year round in law office.
Send resume and transcript to:
607 E 10th Avenue.
Bowling Green, KY 42102

Have Something
For Sale or
For Rent?
Call 270-745-2653

Sunday, 12/11

Sponsored by:

Efficiency apartment for rent,
private entrance, only one block
from campus. $395.00 per mo.
with deposit, utilities included.
904-3501

HELP WANTED

Saturday, 12/10
Quiltmaking Demonstrations and Presentations,
9:30 a.m., Kentucky Building
Dance Images Christmas Recital, 2 p.m., Van Meter
Along Came a Dragon, 1 p.m. and 3 p.m., Lab Theatre
in Gordon Wilson Hall
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for a chance to win a

31 Holey breakfast nosh
32 Defeatist's phrase
33 Stuffed bear
35 Distance across a pool
36 Guys
38 Sweet desserts
39 Debtor's note
42 Hit film for Liza Minnelli
44 Rowed
46 Baby held by his sponsor at Baptism

suggestions

Be sure to pick up
on stands Dec. 12

by Jacqueline E. Mathews

Friday's Crossword Solution

from the hill

ACROSS
1 Rib or tibia
5 Equestrian
10 Too smooth
14 Prayer closing
15 Sudden and severe
16 Italy's currency before
the Euro
17 Good buy
18 Love goddess
19 In the distance
20 Infuriated
22 Street without an exit
24 Scoundrel
25 Smelly
26 Nerd
29 Derek and Diddley
30 Left-hand side ledger entry
34 Armed conflicts
35 E-mail laugh
36 Troublemaker
37 "Much __ About Nothing"
38 Like sweetened yams
40 __ about; be on the go
without much purpose
41 Baggage porter
43 Charged atom
44 Remain unsettled
45 Weirdo
46 Wildebeest
47 Like seawater
48 Make unclear
50 Naughty
51 Lowered in value
54 Slender plant part
58 Above
59 Consumers
61 Frilly trimming
62 Refer to
63 Motherless calf
64 Study of natl. or intl. finance
65 Bench board
66 Nose, in humor
67 Cozy rooms

5

Scan these QR codes
with your smartphone
barcode reader!

Note to Readers: The College Heights
Herald screens ads for misleading or false
claims but cannot guarantee any ad or
claim. Please use caution when answering
ads, especially when asked to send money
or provide credit card information. The
College Heights Herald is not responsible
for the content or validity of these paid
classified ads.
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■ NEWS BRIEF
Nearly 1,200 will graduate next week
A total of 1,196 students will receive their degrees
during commencement Dec. 16-17 at Diddle Arena.
The 170th Commencement Graduate Ceremony will
take place at 5:30 p.m. on Dec. 16, and the undergraduate
ceremony will be at 10 a.m. Dec. 17.
In total, students will earn 72 associate’s degrees, 867
bachelor’s degrees, 248 master’s degrees, two specialist
in education degrees and seven doctoral degrees in educational leadership.
The undergraduate ceremony will be broadcast on
WKYU-PBS, and both ceremonies will be webcast on
www.wkusports.com.
President Gary Ransdell will speak at the undergraduate ceremony, which will also include a parade of international flags, recognition of honor graduates and the
commissioning of four Army ROTC graduates as second
lieutenants.
Each graduate will also receive a Class of 2011 WKU
red towel.
Louisville international business major Andrea
Wellkamp will be recognized as the Ogden Foundation
Scholar, which is WKU’s top academic honor. The award
is presented to one graduating senior who has demonstrated academic achievement and outstanding university
and civic engagement.
DVDs of the undergraduate ceremony will be sold for
$35 each and can be ordered at commencement or following commencement at www.wkyupbs.org.
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December Dance

LESLYE DAVIS/HERALD

The WKU Dance Company hosted its WinterDance Holiday Extravaganza over the weekend in Van
Meter Hall. They performed jazz and ballet routines that included “The Nutcracker” and performed
in six phases.

— Tessa Duvall

Joint admissions increase WKU's
enrollment, ease student transition
By JOANNA WILLIAMS
news@wkuherald.com

GET A

FREE

CHEESEBURGER

FREE
1/4 lb.*

SINGLE
CHEESEBURGER

with the purchase of small
fries and a small drink
*Net weight before cooking
Valid in Bowling Green, Glasgow, Smith’s Grove and Franklin KY.

Joint admissions agreements
don’t appear to be slowing down for
WKU any time in the near future.
Brian Meredith, associate vice
president of Enrollment Management, said the university is open to
more joint admissions agreements
and there is no cutoff planned.
WKU currently has joint admissions with six of the 16 colleges that
make up the Kentucky Community
and Technical College System.
WKU’s joint admissions agreements currently include: Owensboro
Community and Technical College,
Madisonville Community College,
Henderson Community College,
Hopkinsville Community College,
Bowling Green Technical College,
and most recently, Elizabethtown
Community and Technical College.
“We would be more open to joint
admission agreements with two year
schools,” he said. “I think joint ad-

mission has helped us to reach our
historic number this semester.”
In October it was announced that
WKU had achieved a record-setting
figure of more than 21,000 students
enrolled.
Joint admissions allow a student
to enroll at both WKU and a community college. The student will complete their first two years at the community college while receiving an
advisor from WKU and many of the
services WKU students receive. After they have completed two years,
they are able to enroll at WKU and
complete their degree.
These agreements also translate
to WKU’s regional campuses.
Gene Tice, director of WKU-Owensboro, said that of the 1,200 students that attend WKU-Owensboro,
more than 300 are joint admission.
Students are able to begin at
OCTC and continue into WKU-Owensboro, eventually graduating with
a degree, Tice said.
“You have people who complete

a bachelor’s degree never having set
foot on the Bowling Green campus,”
he said.
Meredith said the university is
in the process of contacting another
two-year community college, but it
is in the preliminary stage and nothing is official at this stage.
Meredith said the time it takes to
create an agreement for each school
is different and does not follow the
same timetable.
“It depends on each institution,”
he said. “It could take anywhere from
a few months to an entire semester.”
Meredith said January 2012 could
possibly bring news of new agreements with another two-year school.
Overall, joint-admissions is about
making the student transferring process less stressful, he said.
“It just helps the student make an
easier transition from a two-year institution to a four-year institution,”
Meredith said. “The whole philosophy is to make it an easier transition.”

Expires 12/31/11 CHH Limit one offer per coupon. Limit one coupon per customer

FREE
1/4 lb.*

SINGLE
CHEESEBURGER

with the purchase of
Single Cheeseburger
*Net weight before cooking
Valid in Bowling Green, Glasgow, Smith’s Grove and Franklin KY.
Expires 12/31/11 CHH Limit one offer per coupon. Limit one coupon per customer

AUTISM
CONTINUED FROM FRONT

While the group started with only
$100 to spend, they have since gone far
beyond.
“My group is kind of what you would
call a progressive group,” Churchman
said. The group hosted a fundraiser at
CiCi’s Pizza that raised $21, in addition
to receiving $50 dollars from Churchman’s sorority, Omega Phi Alpha. The
Kelly family, after which the program
is named, even met with the group and
made a donation of $200, bringing the
group total to $371.
The group found it easy to help as
many of the items needed for the course
are easily obtained.
“This therapy equipment is stuff you
can find at everyday places…that’s the
beauty of this $100 solution,” Churchman said.
Items purchased included wood
to make a balance beam and a minitrampoline. The students used about
$170 to buy equipment and donated
the remaining $200 to the KAP to
purchase more specialized equipment
online.

COOPER BURTON/HERALD

Kelly Autism Center staff member Kelsey Beach guides Melanie along a balance
beam supplied by students in WKU's small group communication class. As part of
their class projects, students donated recreational items and toys to the center.

The group was invited to volunteer
with the program after group project
is over, an offer most, if not all, of the
group members intend to take them up
on, including group member Smiths
Grove senior Tawni Barraza.
“I’m going to be graduating, and I
plan to go volunteer,” said Barraza, who

is majoring in communication studies.
“It’s not just a grade.”
It’s that same sentiment that Sarah
McMaine, program manager of KAP,
said is easy to see within the group.
“To see them be this excited about it,”
McMaine said, “you can tell it’s much
more than an assignment to them.”

Check Facebook and
Twitter this week to see
if you’re a winner!
College Heights Herald

@wkuherald
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Unhappy WKU grads search for jobs after school
By MACIENA JUSTICE
diversion@wkuherald.com

Kara Key said she thought
when she graduated she would
be able to find an immediate
job in broadcast news, ideally
in Cleveland, Ohio — though
she was open to anywhere —
just to get her foot in the door.
But when Key graduated
from WKU in December 2010,
no jobs were waiting.
“I didn’t think it would be
this difficult,” Key said.
She said she started out
slow, looking and just trying to
get a feel for what was available, but Key still has been unable to find any employment
that would further her career.
Instead Key found only parttime jobs that could just help
with little income.
Key said she learned more
about the job hunting process
after graduation.
“I didn’t know what to ex-

pect until I really got out (of
school),” she said.
Key said the biggest challenge she faced was the fact
that she felt as if something
was wrong with her.
“I ask myself, ‘What did I
do wrong when I go through
the interview,' and still don’t
get the job,” she said.
Another WKU alumnus,
Amanda Montgomery, graduated with anthropology and
horticultural degrees but has
been looking for a job for more
than a year, yet nothing can be
found.
“Nothing is hiring for horticulture,” the Greenwood, Ind.,
native said.
Montgomery’s department
posted internships and field
schools opportunities and provided help with curriculum vitae, but it wasn’t enough.
Montgomery and Key all
discussed the financial ramifications due to their circumstances.

They have all had to cut back on
their normal spending.
“I’ve been forced to live
with my parents,” Montgomery
said. “I can’t pay my bills or
student loans.”
Between 2008 and April
2011, the job market declined
by seven million jobs, according to the Bureau of Labor statistics.
So what should current students do to prepare for the real
world?
Robert Unseld, an associate
director with WKU Career Services, said students should start
early with their career search.
“Students need to get serious about job searching,” Unseld said.
Unseld said most students
know they are graduating the
August before, and they must
actively work to gain employment.
“Time in, success out,” he
said.

Unseld said that is isn’t just
about the best resume, but instead the best complete professional package. In order to gain
employment, students have to
be able to sell themselves.
“Students must be able to
articulate what makes them a
good fit,” he said.
Unseld said that in this
economy, students have had
to adapt like no other generation because a person can’t just
walk into a place and get hired.
“Email is not enough,” he
said. “There is something valuable in being well dressed and
walking into a place and shaking the hand of a hiring manager.”
Unseld’s biggest tip for a
student is to have confidence
and have an understanding of
what you are bringing to the
table.
“Buy a nice suit,” he said.
“A good first impression is a
great start.”

Email is not
enough. There
is something
valuable in being well dressed
and walking
into a place
and shaking the
hand of a hiring
manager.”
—Robert Unseld
Associate Director with WKU
Career Services

If our greatest need had been knowledge
knowledge, God would have sent us an educator
educator.
technology, God would have sent us a scientist
scientist.
If our greatest need had been technology
If our greatest need had been money
money, God would have sent us a financier
financier.
If our greatest need had been pleasure
pleasure, God would have sent us an entertainer
entertainer.
forgiveness, so God sent us a Savior
Savior.
But our greatest need was forgiveness
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This Christmas may you see and know
how great His love is toward you!
From: Christian Faculty & Staff Fellowship
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Patrons support city through Holiday Bash
DECEMBER 6, 2011

By MACIENA JUSTICE
diversions@wkuherald.com

Bowling Green native Barry Jones
didn’t go to the Holiday Bash at the National Corvette Museum for the celebrities or food.
“I’m here to support Bowling Green,”
said Jones, who went to the event for the
first time this year.
He said he looked forward to the live
auction and benefitting charities.
“Money going somewhere. It’s gonna
be good,” he said.
Jones said his friends told him about
the event and that he had his eye on some
of the Disney Packages.
The Holiday Bash provided patrons assigned numbers instead of revealing their
individual names.
Jones said he had been to auctions that
required people to use their names, and he
didn’t like it.
“I really like the number system with
the silent auction,” he said.
After checking in with the WKU Alpha Omicron Pi volunteers, patrons such
as Jones were free to roam tables. Twenty-two charities benefited Friday night at
the sold out Holiday Bash.
During the silent auction, those who
purchased a ticket to the event had a number and could place a bid on an item.

COLLEGE HEIGHTS HERALD

Charities receive 100 percent of the proceeds from tickets sales and auction items.
Each charity had tables set up with
various items up for bid. Items up for
bid included everything from gift baskets to autographed guitars to sporting
event suites to catered BBQ. Guests were
treated to live music by vocal group Pearl
Heart.
Elizabeth Madariaga of Bowling Green
said this was her second year at the event.
“It is important to show support for
local charities,” said Madariaga, who is
associated with Hope Harbor.
Last year Madariaga won a Hot Rods
baseball suite and this year she was bidding on anything that caught her or her
husband’s eye.
“This is a really good chance to socialize with other supporters of Hope Harbor
and the other charities.”
Rebecca Solofra, a junior at WKU,
said that she volunteered last year and
was happy to come back.
“It is really important to raise money
for non-profits,” she said. “Knowing that
I’m helping kids is a great feeling.”
Fellow junior Morgan Cornelius said
that the Holiday Bash was a great and fun
way to earn money for juvenile arthritis,
AOII’s philanthropy organization.
Kelly Jenkins of Boys and Girls Club
in Glasgow said this was a grade A event.

COOPER BURTON/HERALD

Bob Karrick, dressed as Santa Claus, handed out candy canes Friday to the sisters of Alpha
Omicron Pi and other attendees of the National Corvette Museum’s second Holiday Bash.

Jenkins said it was the club’s second year
at the event, that they had been asked to attend last year and they wanted to come back.
“We raised over $10,000 last year,”
she said.

The club is hoping for $15,000 with
auction items like trips to Cancun and
Shell Island.
“We all need to support each other,”
she said.

WIN
CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

Earlier this year, WKU held a
12-point second half lead on Virginia
Commonwealth in their final game of
the Charleston Classic, only to watch
VCU go on a 10-0 run and eventually
win 69-64.
Freshman forward George Fant
has chalked previous close losses to
a lack of focus.
But even when WKU wasn’t
shooting the ball particularly well
on Sunday — only making 4-of-22
second half shots — the Toppers kept
their focus.
BGSU eventually tied the game
at 53-53 with just over two minutes
to play, but WKU’s defense clamped
down and didn’t allow the Falcons to
score another point.
The Toppers then hit seven of
their 19 second half free throws in
the final two minutes to eventually
win the game.
“It says that you’re starting to get
mature now,” Kahlil McDonald said
on how the team closed the game out.
“We’ve been working hard. I know
we’ve got a lot more losses than
wins, but we’ve been working real
hard in practice and I think it’s starting to pay off.”
LUKE SHARRETT/HERALD

A victimology class at the DeBerry Special Needs Facility in Nashville brings two starkly different people groups together: inmates serving
hard time and young adults pursuing higher education.

CLASS
CONTINUED FROM FRONT

“This is big stuff — it’s not just another college class.”
Russellville senior Karli Rutherford
couldn’t agree more, though at the beginning of the semester she admitted
feeling anxious about taking a class with
inmates, some of them convicted sex offenders and murderers.
“We were all a little bit anxious,” said
Rutherford, who is double majoring in
sociology and history. “You have this
image in your mind going in, but then
we shook all their hands and did an ice
breaker and that image melted away.
“This class has been life changing. It
is the single most intellectually stimulating class of my college career.”
The “inside” students, referring to the
inmates, are often times more prepared
and ready to discuss the topic of the

week than the “outside,” or WKU students, King said.
“In this environment they are equals,”
King said. “They teach us as much, or
more, as we teach them.”
Bowling Green sophomore April
Madison, a psychology and sociology
major, felt that the class truly is a life
changing experience.
“There are some intense individuals
in there,” Madison said, “but they are
sharing with you. You see how sorry they
feel. They’re telling you like it is.
“You don’t see people who made mistakes the same way.”
Like any other class, both “inside”
and “outside” students take tests, write
papers and are expected to add to the
class discussion. For their required group
project, the class decided to contribute
a passage to the Tennessee Department
of Corrections Inmate Handbook about
what offenders need to know about the
pain and suffering victims go through.

The class isn’t being offered next semester, but King is planning to teach an
“Inside Out” class next fall.
“I’m already having withdrawals because I’m not teaching it next semester,”
King said.
Students who are interesting in taking
an “Inside Out” class undergo an interview process with King and must follow
the rules of the program which include
no last names and no contact with inmates outside of class.
“This is a contract — a promise they
all make,” King said. “For us to have legitimacy in the prison this can’t be seen
as a dating service.”
Rutherford encouraged students who
may be interested in participating, but
nervous or afraid, to step out of their
comfort zones and be open to the experience.
Said Rutherford: “To see their side of
the story and hear their voice…you can’t
learn what I’ve learned in a classroom.”
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Want WKU to go to a bowl
next year? Fill the stadium
WKU fans did everything they were supposed to do this past week.
They bombarded several bowls’ Facebook and Twitter pages, namely the BBVA
Compass Bowl’s, constantly posting — perhaps even pleading — for the bowl representatives to give WKU an at-large bid.
Their efforts didn’t go unnoticed, as Compass Bowl officials responded via social media thanking the fans for their heavy interest.
But where was that passion the entire season?
WKU averaged 15,310 fans at the team’s
six home games — the third lowest total
among bowl eligible teams.
To put it simply, that’s not good enough.
During the Sun Belt Conference media
days this past summer prior to the season
starting, Bowl Championship Series Executive Director Bill Hancock plainly said that
attendance matters when bowl committees
choose teams.
If they know a 6-6 team will bring more
fans than a 7-5 team, the 6-6 team will get
the nod.
It’s all about money when it comes to
bowl games, and the only data the committees have to go off of is how teams do in attendance.
Perhaps the best example that WKU
could use to show how well they’d travel to a
game was the Sept. 1 game against Kentucky
at L.P. Field in Nashville. A total of 24,599
fans showed up, but there’s no telling how
many were there to support UK and how
many were supporting WKU.
Some bowls, particularly the Compass
Bowl, simply couldn’t choose WKU even if
they wanted to because of contractual tie-ins
with other conferences.
But a key thing to remember is that bowl
selections aren’t a mathematical thing. Even
if WKU had finished first in the Sun Belt this

year, they weren’t guaranteed a bowl berth.
Take the New Orleans Bowl, for example,
which chose third place finisher LouisianaLafayette over second place finisher
WKU. Lafayette,
with its close proximity to New Orleans, got the nod
despite finishing behind and even losing
to WKU.
Why? Because
they could guarantee more fans would
come with LafayCOLE CLAYBOURN
ette in the game.
Callin' the Shots
Athletics Disports@wkuherald.com
rector Ross Bjork
even acknowledged the attendance aspect.
“It’s two things,” Bjork said. “We need
to perform better in the non-conference
and we need to pack our stadium. That’s
really what it comes down to…really, we
need our fans to show that same passion
they showed toward Birmingham (Compass Bowl), we need that year-round in
our stadium.”
There’s no doubt that many of the fans
who pleaded for a WKU bowl berth are the
same ones who are in attendance every week.
But at the same time, some of those fans are
likely the same ones who bashed the team after its 0-4 start and didn’t turn out for home
games.
Attendance is certainly not the only reason why WKU was left out of a bowl, but it
played a role.
So before fans start making promises that
they’ll travel hours for a bowl game, they
need to first cross over the street from their
tailgating spot on South Lawn and find a seat
in Smith Stadium.

Why the Toppers aren't bowling
■ Nov. 19 — Arkansas State accepts a bid to
the GoDaddy.com Bowl, one of two bowls
with which the Sun Belt has a direct tie-in.
■ Nov. 21 — Louisiana-Lafayette, a team
WKU beat 42-23 in the regular season, accepts a bid to the Sun Belt’s other bowl, the
R+L Carriers New Orleans Bowl.
■ Nov. 26 — Maryland blows a 41-14 lead to
North Carolina State and loses 56-41 . N.C.
State becomes eligible, allowing the Atlantic
Coast Conference to fill its bowl tie-ins .
■ Nov. 30 — UCLA is granted a waiver by the
NCAA to go to a bowl, even if the team lost

BOWL

CONTINUED FROM FRONT

But hopes for the Toppers playing in the
Birmingham bowl died when undefeated
No. 6 Houston was upset by No. 24 Southern Mississippi, a 17-point underdog, on
Saturday afternoon in the Conference-USA
Championship.
With the Cougars’ at-large Bowl Championship Series hopes done, there were
suddenly just enough C-USA teams to fill
all of their contractual ties in non-BCS
bowls.
That meant the BBVA Compass Bowl,
which has a secondary tie-in with the CUSA, was obliged to take a team from that
league.
The next day it was announced they
picked Southern Methodist to face the Big
East’s Pittsburgh.
“So much of this is driven by contracts,” Shoemaker said. “In that particular
case there was no opening.”
Bjork said WKU’s lobbying focus
shifted during the afternoon to the Military
Bowl in Dallas.
But when their representatives picked
Toledo, the Toppers’ bowl hopes came to
an end.
Of the 72 bowl eligible Football Bowl
Subdivision teams, only WKU and Ball
State were left without a bowl.

to Oregon on Dec. 2 to finish the year 6-7.
The Bruins lost, but were eventually picked
for the Kraft Fight Hunger Bowl.
■ Dec. 3 — No. 6 Houston, a 17-point favorite,
is routed 49-28 by No. 24 Southern Mississippi in the Conference-USA Championship.
The loss ends the Cougars’ Bowl Championship Series at-large hopes, ensuring the
league can fill its secondary tie-in with the
BBVA Compass Bowl.
■ Dec. 4 — WKU is one of two bowl eligible
teams not invited to a bowl.
By Brad Stephens

The Toppers were the only team with a
winning record to be left out.
“I guess we still haven’t done enough,”
Head Coach Willie Taggart said Sunday
night following the team’s annual year-end
banquet. “We’re still not respected.
“You can finish No. 2 in the conference
and don’t get in. Next year we’ve got to
make sure we finish No. 1.”
The Sun Belt has just two bowl affiliations, primary tie-ins with the GoDaddy.
com and R+L Carriers New Orleans Bowls.
Those slots were filled by league champion Arkansas State on Nov. 19 and thirdplace finisher Louisiana-Lafayette on Nov.
21, respectively.
Bjork, who said last week that the Sun
Belt needs to reexamine its process on
teams getting early invitations, said he and
the league’s other ADs will discuss bowl
matters over the offseason.
Meanwhile, Shoemaker said the conferences and bowls won’t come together to
renegotiate the contracts until the current
cycle ends in two years.
He said WKU’s newness to the FBS as
a third-year full member played a factor in
the Toppers not being picked.
But he said the efforts of WKU administration made a strong impression.
“They had all the information, they
made all the phone calls,” Shoemaker said.
“I thought they were tremendous throughout the process.”
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CLOSE
CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

“You can’t sit down and
write a box score that’s much
more even than this one was,
and that’s volleyball,” Hudson said. “Sometimes you
get a bounce, sometimes you
don’t. Sometimes you get a
call, sometimes you don’t.
Sometimes you catch a break,
and sometimes you don’t.”
Hudson said errors from
the back line made the “difference in the match.”
The Lady Toppers had 13
service errors compared to
nine for Marquette.
“Going in we knew we
needed to do a good job from
the service line and that’s
ultimately what our Achilles’ heel was,” Hudson said.
“We didn’t serve the ball very
well.”
Senior middle hitter Tiffany Elmore agreed with Hudson, saying the serving deficit
was what did in the Lady Toppers.
“That’s really the only
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part of the game that wasn’t
close,” she said. “It came
down to serving and they won
that challenge.”
The Lady Topper offense
was led by Skinner, who
racked up 13 kills before her
injury. Sophomore outside
hitters Paige Wessel and Janee’ Diggins had 10 kills
each.
Six of Diggins’ kills came
in the first set.
“In practice I’d been working on hitting the ball high,
and that was the main thing
that helped me out,” she said.
“I knew that I needed to do
that for us to have a chance.”
Elmore and senior middle hitter Lindsay Williams
played their final matches for
WKU on Friday. The seniors
were part of teams that won
more than 100 matches in
their four years at the school.
“I can’t say enough about
my four years here,” Elmore
CHRISTIAN RANDOLPH/HERALD
said. “I’ve loved seeing so
Junior defensive specialist Kacy Moran collides with junior outside hitter Jordyn Skinner and loses the point Friday
many great people in the comto Marquette during WKU's ﬁrst-round NCAA tournament match at Huff Hall in Champaign, Ill. WKU lost the
munity come watch us. The
match 3-1 and ended its season 31-4.
fans have gotten so much more
involved since my first year.”

VOLLEYBALL

Lady Toppers look
to reload for 2012
By LUCAS AULBACH
sports@wkuherald.com

A tough NCAA Tournament loss on Friday night ended the 2011 season for the Lady
Toppers, but their roster looks geared for another run next season.
WKU is graduating just two seniors, middle hitters Tiffany Elmore and Lindsay Williams, from its 12-player roster.
Sophomore defensive specialist Ashley
Potts said the seniors were a big part of the
success the team enjoyed this season.
“They were huge for us,” she said. “They
kept us in line and they were definitely leaders for us on the court all year.”
Despite being a part of a 31-4 season,
one of the most successful in school history,
Elmore said the Lady Toppers never looked
past their next match.
“We just took it one match at a time and
we ended up at 31-4,” she said. “At the beginning of the year I couldn’t have guessed we’d
finish with all those wins but we worked hard
all year for that record.”
Returning players in 2012 include Sun
Belt Conference Defensive Player of the Year
Potts, junior outside hitter, team kills leader
and Sun Belt Player of the Year Jordyn Skinner and sophomore setter Melanie Stutsman,
who led the league in assists.
The Lady Toppers hope that underclassmen and incoming players can fill the hole in
the middle left by the departure of Williams
and Elmore.
Stutsman said that role could fall on the

shoulders of freshman Heather Boyan and
incoming freshman Noelle Langenkamp, a
6-foot-2 middle hitter from Cincinnati.
“Heather should improve a lot before next
season and coming in, Noelle should help us
a lot too,” Stutsman said.
Boyan took advantage of the playing time
she saw behind Elmore and Williams, recording 30 kills and 24 blocks in the 41 sets she
played in this season. Langenkamp owns her
school’s career record for blocks as well as
single-game records for kills and blocks.
Elmore said she thinks next year’s team
could be the one to get the first postseason
win in WKU history.
“I can’t wait to watch them,” she said. “I
keep telling them that they’re only losing two
people. It’s still going to be a together team. It’s
going to be exciting and a lot like this season.”
The Lady Toppers can certainly hope next
season’s record is a lot like this season’s.
WKU ended the season as regular season
and conference tournament champions in the
Sun Belt, with just one home loss and one
conference loss.
The Lady Toppers had five players named
to the all-Sun Belt first and second teams this
year and reached the Top 25 in the American Volleyball Coaches Association poll of
the first time in school history, being ranked
No. 24 in the country coming into the NCAA
Tournament.
“We’ll still look at this as a great season,”
Stutsman said. “It was an upsetting loss, but
it doesn’t change any of what we were able to
do this year.”

Three recruits sign to join WKU next season
Noelle Langenkamp, middle hitter — A two-time all-state selection in Ohio, the
6-foot-2 inch middle hitter owns school records for kills and blocks in a match
and is the all-time block leader at Ursuline Academy in Cincinnati. She ﬁnished
her three-year varsity career with a total of 657 kills and 275 blocks.
Rachel Engle, outside hitter — Former high school teammate of WKU setter
Melanie Stutsman and cousin of defensive specialist Ashley Potts, Engle had 312
kills, 60 blocks and 235 digs and earned ﬁrst-team all-State and all-Area in her
senior season at Floyd Central High School in Indiana.
Haley Bodway, outside hitter — Bodway was named one of the top-ﬁve recruits
in the state of Minnesota this year by prepvolleyball.com and ﬁnished her sixyear career at Jefferson High School in Bloomington, Minn., as the 13th all-time
kill leader in the state with 1,512 kills.

For coverage of last night's
women's basketball game
against Louisiana Tech:
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SWIMMING

WKU finishes
year with pair
of sweeps
By KURT CARSON
sports@wkuherald.com

CHRISTIAN RANDOLPH/HERALD

Junior outside hitter Jordyn Skinner injured her ankle Friday after a kill in the fourth set of WKU's first-round NCAA Tournament match against Marquette in Champaign, Ill. Skinner's kill tied the set at 23-23, but she was unable to return to the
match and the Lady Toppers lost 3-1, finishing the season 31-4.

Down

andOut

WKU's season over after four-set loss to Marquette
By LUCAS AULBACH
sports@wkuherald.com

CHAMPAIGN, Ill. — You’ve heard this one
before.
The Lady Toppers’ season came to a close
last weekend in Champaign, Ill., for the second
year in a row as a key player went down with
an injury.
WKU was ousted Friday from the first round
of the NCAA Tournament by Marquette, 3-1
(21-25. 25-22, 24-26, 23-25).
It was the Lady Toppers’ sixth loss in the
program’s six NCAA Tournament games.
Making things worse for WKU, junior outside hitter Jordyn Skinner went down with an
ankle injury late in the fourth set.
The loss was similar to the Lady Toppers’
first-round NCAA Tournament match last season, when WKU lost to Cincinnati in Champaign after then-junior middle hitter Tiffany El-

more sustained a knee injury in the second set.
“It’s just a little eerie, being here in Champaign and having a player go down with an
injury late,” Head Coach Travis Hudson said
after the match. “Obviously that hurt us a little
in that fourth game, but the opportunities were
there for us, and for whatever reason I just
couldn’t get us in the right frame of mind tonight to compete at the level that we have for a
good portion of the year.”
The match was close throughout the four
sets. The two teams split the first two sets before Marquette took the last two by a combined
total of four points.
It was close on paper as well. Marquette had
a .219 hitting percentage for the match while
WKU hit .217, and the Lady Eagles recorded
only two more digs than the Lady Toppers.

SEE CLOSE, PAGE 11

WKU swimming ended the fall semester on a high
note last weekend.
The men’s (3-1) and women’s (4-1) teams swept
Marshall and Fairmont State Saturday at the Frederick A. Fitch Natatorium in Huntington, W.Va.
WKU won despite not having the services of six
of the team’s “top-end” swimmers, who were away
over the weekend participating in the AT&T Winter
Nationals.
Head Coach Bruce Marchionda praised his teams'
effort after having to fill in for some of their top
swimmers.
“I think for the type of training we were doing prior to the
meet they met the expectations
we set for them,” Marchionda
said. “It was nice to see some of
the younger swimmers step up
and fill the void of some of the
people we were missing.
“I think they capped off a
very nice semester.”
Freshman Susan Marquess
was one of the younger swim- MARCHIONDA
mers who stepped up and won
first-place against Marshall in the
100, 200 and 500 freestyles.
Marchionda said he is pleased with where the underclassmen are at this point.
“They still have a lot of learning to do, especially
on the technique side of things which they continue
to work on all the time,” he said. “But as far as their
performance, I couldn’t be more pleased with where
they are and the impact they’ve had on the program
already.”
Five Lady Toppers also combined to break pool
records in the 200-yard medley relay, the 200 backstroke and the 200 individual medley.
The swimming and diving teams won’t compete
again until 2012 when they head to Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla., for a meet on January 12.
Marchionda said the key now is to keep the team
focused for the next couple weeks of practice and beyond.
“Most of them have long-range goals that they’ve
set forth for the year and beyond, and we just try
to keep their eye on their goals,” Marchionda said.
“Those goals are the things that are going to motivate
them to get through the rough patch of the next two
weeks.”
He said he hopes the success they’ve found thus
far will also help keep them focused heading into the
break.
“We’re now heading into the hardest part of our
training now until the end of January,” he said.
“Hopefully their performance in the first semester
motivates them to get through the next part of our
training phase.”

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Toppers ‘grow up’ in win
over Bowling Green State
By COLE CLAYBOURN
sports@wkuherald.com

The young Toppers showed signs that
they’re starting to mature on Sunday.
After building an 18-point lead — WKU’s
largest of the season — Bowling Green State
eventually clawed its way back into the game,
thanks to a total 21 turnovers from WKU and
18.2 percent shooting in the second half.
But the Toppers (3-6) eventually did what
they haven’t been able to do much this season
— close a game out.
They earned their third win of the season
with a 60-53 victory at home over BGSU.
“I think when you’re in those types of
games, being a home team is sometimes a disadvantage because all of a sudden you had a
big lead and it’s tied with a couple minutes to
go and you feel all kinds of pressure,” Head
Coach Ken McDonald said. “You’re looking at
the guys and you want to make sure they’re
responding and slowing down and maturing
and understanding we still have this basketball
game.”
McDonald pointed directly to a play made
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by freshman guard Derrick Gordon that exemplified the progress the team has made so far.
After a missed free throw, Gordon hustled
after the ball but was able to avoid getting the
ball thrown off of him out of bounds after a
BGSU player recovered.
The Falcons eventually threw the ball out of
bounds, and WKU was able to retain possession at a critical point late in the game.
McDonald said that play “was huge.”
“That’s the kind of effort you need that
maybe gets you over the top,” he said.
Senior guard Kahlil McDonald even went
as far as to say that particular play “sealed the
game” for WKU.
“I think we’re more than defensive-minded
toward the end,” he said. “That just shows you
that we’re coming out playing hard for each
other.”
The win on the heels of a loss to Murray
State in which WKU cut the lead to three
points but couldn’t close the game out, eventually losing 70-59 to its in-state rival.
SEE WIN, PAGE 9
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Freshman guard Kevin Kaspar is fouled as he attempts a shot during
Sunday's game against Bowling Green State. WKU won the game 60-53
for its third win of the season.
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